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Concentration of Additive Functionals 
for Markov Processes and Applications 
to Interacting Particle Systems
W e consider additive functionals of M arkov processes in continuous time 
w ith general (m etric) state spaces. W e derive concentration bounds for 
their exponential moments and moments of finite order. Applications in­
clude diffusions, interacting particle systems and random walks. In  par­
ticular, for the sym metric exclusion process we generalize large deviation 
bounds for occupation times to general local functions. The method is 
based on coupling estimates and not spectral theory, hence reversib ility is 
not needed. W e bound the exponential moments (or the moments of finite 
order) in terms of a so-called coupled function difference, which in turn is 
estimated using the generalized coupling time. Along the way we prove a 
general relation between the contractivity of the semigroup and bounds on 
the generalized coupling time.
K e yw o rd s : M arkov processes, Polish state space, additive functionals, coupling, gen­
eralized coupling time, concentration estimates, exclusion process 
A M S  c la ss ifica tio n : 60J25, 60J55, 60F10
1 Introduction
The study of concentration properties of additive functionals of M arkov processes is 
the subject of m any recent publications, see e.g. [9], [4]. This subject is strongly 
connected to functional inequalities such as the Poincaré and log-Sobolev inequality, as 
well as to the concentration of measure phenomenon [6]. In  the present paper we
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i
consider concentration properties of a general class of additive functionals of the form 
Jcf  f t ( X ) t dt in the context of continuous-time M arkov processes on a Polish space. 
The simplest and classical case is where ft = f  does not depend on time.
Our approach is based on coupling ideas. More precisely, we estimate exponential 
moments or fc-th order moments using the so-called coupled function difference which 
is estimated in terms of a so-called generalized coupling time, a generalization of the 
concept used in [3]. Our method covers several cases such as diffusion processes, jum p 
processes, random walks and interacting particle systems. The example of random 
walk shows that for unbounded state spaces, the concentration inequalities depend on 
which space the functions f t belong to. The simple example of independent Poissonian 
random variables shows that for unbounded state space w ith continuous-time, we 
cannot expect in general Gaussian concentration bounds for the exponential moment. 
The main application to the exclusion process, which has slow relaxation to equilibrium  
and therefore does not satisfy any functional inequality such as e.g. log-Sobolev (in 
infinite volum e), shows the full power of the method. Besides, we give a one-to-one 
correspondence between the exponential contraction of the semigroup and the fact that 
the generalized coupling time is bounded by the metric. For discrete state spaces, this 
means that the semigroup is exponentially contracting if and only if the generalized 
coupling time is bounded.
Our paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we prove our concentration inequali­
ties in the general context of a continuous-time M arkov process on a m etric space. W e 
derive estimated for exponential moments and moments of finite order. In  section 3 
we study the generalized coupling time and its relation to contractivity of the semi­
group. Section 4 is devoted to examples. Section 5 deals w ith the sym metric exclusion 
process.
2 General Notation
Let X  = ( X t)t>o be a M arkov process in the polish state space E .  Denote by P æ its 
associated measure on the path space of cadlag trajectories D [q¡00[(E )  started in x G E  
and w ith
: = a {X s;0  < s < t } , t > 0,
the canonical filtration. Its  infinitesim al generator we denote by A  and the corre­
sponding semigroup w ith (S t) t>o- W e denote by E *  the expectation w ith respect to 
the measure P æ. For v  a probability measure on E , we define E *  := ƒ  E^z/(dx), i.e. 
expectation in the process starting from v.
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3 Concentration inequalities
The content of this section is to derive concentration inequalities on functionals of the 
form
CXD
F ( X ) : =  J  f t ( X t )dt ,  ft \ E  ( 1)
0
with respect to the Markov process X . The most familiar case is when F  is of the form
f T f ( X t ) d t ,
Jo
i.e. ft = f  for t < T  and f t = 0 î o r t > T .  W e now formulate the conditions on the 
fam ily of functions f t we need in what follows.
D e fin itio n  3.1. We say the family of functions { f t , t  > 0 } is k-regular for k (E N, if:
a) The f t are Borei measurable and the integral F  exists for all paths;
b) sup I f t+s( X s) — ft+s(Ys) \k < oo for t > 0 and x € E  arbitrary and
0  < s < e
e > 0 small enough;
c) There exists a function r  \ E  with E * r ( X e) fc < oo so that
CXD
s u p E *  [  I ft+e+u{Xu) -  ft+ u (Xu) I du < er(x).
t> o Jo
R e m a rk  If  F (X )  = f ( X t) dt, then E *  sup | ƒ  (X t )  \k < oo for some eo > 0
0<i<T+e0
implies conditions b) and c) of the ^-regularity.
The technique to obtain concentration inequalities for functionals of the form (1) is to 
use a telescoping approach where one conditions on $ t, i-e-> where we average F (X )  
under the knowledge of the path of the M arkov process X  up to time t.
D e fin itio n  3.2. For  0 < s < t, define the increments
A M  ■.= E [F (X )\ d t ]- 'E [F (X )\ d s]
and the in itial increment
A *,0 := E [,F (X )|S o ] - E ^ f X X ) ] ,  
which depends on the in itial distribution v .
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The basic property of the increments is the decomposition A s „ = A s i + A t¡u for 
s < t < u . Also, we have
E  [F(X)|£r] - E „[F (X )] = A *,0 + A 0,T)
where we have to use A * o to accommodate for the in itia l distribution v. To better 
work w ith the increment A s i , we w ill rewrite it in a more complicated but also more 
useful way.
D e fin itio n  3.3. Given the family of functions { f t : t > 0 }; the coupled function 
difference is defined as
O O
<S>t,{x,y) := J  E * f t+u( X u) - E Yy f t+u(Yu)du.
R e m a rk  W e call the coupled function difference because later we w ill see that we 
need estimates on | 3>t |, and for a coupling E  of X  starting in x and y we have the 
estimate
OO
- X , ¥
$ t(x ,y ) < / E æ y I f t+u( X u) -  f t+u(Yu) I du.
In  the next lemma we express the increments A s i in terms of the coupled function 
difference $ 4.
Lem m a 3.4. Let E ^  +s denote the expectation under P æ(dZ) 'when Z  is started in x 
at time s, i.e. Z  = (Z t)t>s and Z s = x a.s. W ith this notation,
A s,t = E^ + s ! ƒ  f u( X u) -  f u(Z u)d ^ j  + E %+‘ $ t ( X t, Z t).
P ro o f F irst, we note that
t OO
E [F (X )|& ] = ƒ  U i X J d u  + E ^ *  J  f u(Yu)du,
0
and by the M arkov property
S  / I  O O  \
E [F (X )|& ] = ƒ  f u( X u)du  + E^+s j ƒ  f u(Z u)du  + E YZt+t J  f u{Yu)du  j .
4
Hence,
A s,t = J  f u (X u)du  + E YJ } }t J  f u( Y ^ ) d u
0 t
s t  oo
-  J  f u (X u) du -  e |+ s ƒ  f u(Z u) du -  E ^ + 'E ^  ƒ  f u{ Y P )  du
O s  t
t t
= J  f u (X u) du -  E^ + s ƒ  f u(Z u) du
s s
oo oo
y (ì) f  y (2) r
+ E £ t J  U ( Y W ) d u - E zx + 'E Zt+t J  f u( Y P ) d u  
t t
□
The following lemma is crucial to obtain the concentration inequalities of Theorems 
3.6 and 3.9 bellow. It  expresses conditional moments of the increments in terms of the 
coupled function difference.
Lem m a 3.5. Fix  k G N, k > 2. Assume that the f t are k-regular and let be
in the domain of the generator A  for all x (E E .  Then
lim ÍE  [A*t+e J &] =  (A ($t(-, X t ) k ) ) ( X t ).
P ro o f W e w ill use the following elem entary fact repetitively. For k > 2, if  | be \ < ebe 
—kand sup E b e < oo, then
0<e<eo
lim -E  (ae + b€)k =  lim - E a kf . 
e e (2)
i+e
By Lemma 3.4,
A t , t + e = E zx +t \ ^ J  f .  X .  f .  Z .  . / , j  + E % + t $ t+e( X t+e, Z t+e). 
First, we show that we can neglect the first term. Indeed,
e
E f  ƒ  f t+s( X s ) - f t+s( Zs)ds < e E x sup I f t+s( X s ) -  f t +s(Zs
0 < s< e
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we can use part b) of the ^-regularity to apply fact (2) and get
lim ÍE  [A*t+e J St] =  lim ^E [ ( e zx ^  <i>t+e( X t+e, Z t+e St
Next, by w riting §t+e = 3>t + (‘ï ’t+e — ^ t), we w ill show that the difference can be 
neglected in the lim it e->0. To this end, we observe that
OO
I $t+e(x, y ) -  $ t (x, y) I < ƒ  E f  I f t+e+u{Xu ) -  f t +u( X u) I du
0
oo
+ ƒ  E *  | ft+e+u(Yu ) -  f t+u(Yu ) I du.
0
Pa rt c) of the regularity condition allows us to invoke fact (2) again to obtain
l i m± E [ A * t+e| & ] = ± E ( E zx ^ M X t + e , Z t+e) ) > St
Finally, since 3>t(y, •) is in the domain of the generator, we can use the representation
^ 1 § t {y ,Z e) = $ t(y ,x ) + eA $ t(y, -)(x) + o(e)
and replace Z t^e by X t by applying fact (2) for a third  time. Now, the desired result 
is im m ediately achieved:
lim  - E  [A * t+e J St] = lim  - E %  X ; ) ' *e^O e e \
=  A M ; X t )k ( X t ).
□
W e can now state our first main theorem, which is a bound of the exponential moment 
of F (X )  in terms of the coupled function difference $ t .
T h eo rem  3.6. Assume that for all k G N, the f t are k-regular and $ t (- ,x )fc G dom(A) 
for all x G E .  Then, for any distributions ¡i and v on E ,
log E  n 
log E  n
= F ( X ) - E „ F ( X )
= F ( X ) - E „ F ( X )
/» O O  0 0  -y
< lo g (c0)+  / sup V — (A ($ k(- ,x )))(x )d t,
Jo
/»OO 00 1
> lo g (c0)+  j  m f (A ($ tfc(- ,x )))(x )d i,
^ k = 2/0
where the influence of the distributions (i and v is only felt in the factor
co =  E * e E * ^ X ’Y \
6
R e m a rk  If  H t : E x  E  is an upper bound on | 3>t | and H t (x, x) = 0 for all x £ E ,  then 
the upper bound of the theorem remains valid if $4 is replaced by H t . In  particular, 
if ft = ftt< T , H t '■= I $0 11 t < T  serves as a good in itia l estimate to obtain the upper 
bound
lO g E ; =F ( X ) - E „ F ( X ) < log(co) + T  s u p j^  \k (■, x )(x ).
k -
Further estimates on | $0 | specific to the particular process can can then be used 
w ithout the need to keep a dependence on t.
P ro o f Define
Í <{t) := E m [eA*.°+A °.t] .
W e see that for e > 0,
' ï ( t  + e) -  ^ (t )  = E m (eA*.°+A °.‘E  [eAt,t+e -  1 | & ] )
— E m ('
=A*n +  A 0,t
where we used the fact that E [A íjí+e|3í] = 0. Hence, using Lem ma 3.5, we can 
calculate the derivative of ’I':
* ' W  =  E m ^ e A *.°+ A °. ‘ ¿ i ( A ( $ í ( , X í ) fc) ) ( X í ) j  .
To get upper or lower bounds on ’I'',  we move the sum out of the expectation as a 
supremum or infimum. Ju st continuing w ith the upper bound, as the lower bound is 
analogue,
1
’f '( i )  < * ( i ) s u p ] T - ( ^ ( , x ) ) ) ( x ) .
A fter dividing by ’l'( t )  and integrating, we get
T
r 00 1
ln $ ( T ) - ln $ ( 0 ) <  / sup V - ( A ( $ * ( . ,  * ) ) ) ( * )
J  x e E f ^ k l
which leads to
lim  ’I '(T )  = E , =F ( X ) - E „ F ( X )
, , Jo“  sup E  & ( A ( ^ ( ; x ) ) ) ( x ) d t  
<  ^ ( 0 ) e  * e E k = 2
The value of cq = Í'(O ) = E MeA*-° is obtained from the identity
A *,o  =  E ^ o ( X o , n □
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C o ro lla ry  3.7. Assume that F (% )  = f ( X t)d t , the conditions of Theorem 3.6 are 
satisfied, and supæeB A  | $o \k (•, x )(x ) < c ic f for some c i, c2 > 0. Then, for any in itial 
condition x (E E ,
P x(F (X )  -  E xF (X )  > x) < e Toi + 5*  .
P ro o f  B y  M arkov’s inequality
¥ x(F (X )  - E xF (X )  > x )<  E æ e ^ ( x ) - E a=AF(x)e-Aæ
< C^Cl ~^ k = 2 c2—Aæ
where the last line is the result from Theorem 3.6. Through optimizing A, the exponent 
becomes
“  (T e i + — ) log (—  ^ h 1).
C2 c 2 1 C lC 2
— i (  — )2
To show that his term  is less than 2 ‘j ^  , we first rewrite it as the following inequal-
C l ' 3 c 2
ity:
-( — )2 2  ^c2 , ^
x  . T e  1 +  Ì tS t  ^  C2
l ° g ( ™ ------1- 1) >TC1C2 T Cl + f2
Through comparing the derivatives, one concludes that the left hand side is indeed 
bigger than the right hand side. □
In  applications one tries to find good estimates of $ 4. W hen looking at the examples 
in Section 5, finding those estimates is where the actual work lies. In  the case where the 
functions f t are Lipschitz continuous w ith respect to a suitably chosen (sem i)m etric p, 
the problem can be reduced to questions about the generalized coupling time h, which 
is defined and discussed in detail in Section 4. In  case that the exponential moment of 
F (X )  — E  F (X )  does not exist or the bound obtained from Theorem 3.6 is not useful, 
we turn to moment bounds. This is the content of the next theorem.
Lem m a 3.8. Assume that the f t are 2-regular and is in the domain of the
generator A . Then the predictable quadratic variation of the martingale (A o lt)t>o
t
(A 0, ) t = J  A ^ s( ; X s) ( X s)ds.
0
P ro o f W e have, using Lem ma 3.5 for k = 2,
j t (A o ,) t =  \ im - E [ A lt+ e\St] = A M ; X t ) 2( X t ). □
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T h eo rem  3.9. Let the functions f t be 2-regular and $ ¿(- ,x ) in the domain of the 
generator A . Then
( E M I F (X )  — E  VF (X )  |p)¿  < C P E , A<S>2t (- ,X t) ( X t)d,t
+ E m sup I & t ( X t, X t-
(3a) 
(3b)
i>0 ' '
+ ( E ^ ( | E ^ o ( X , y ) | ) P) "  (3c)
where the constant Cp only depends on p and behaves like p/\ogp as p —ï  oo.
P ro o f B y  the triangle inequality,
( E M I F (X )  -  E „ F ( X )  T )-  < ( E M I A 0,oo \p)$ + ( E M | A *,0 \p)* ■
Since (Ao,t)t>o is a square integrable m artingale starting at 0, a version of Rosenthal’s 
inequality([10], Theorem 1) implies
( E m|A o ,t |P) F < c p E M (A o ,. ) f ,r +  E m sup |A 0, t - A 0,t-
0 < t < T
Applying Lem ma 3.8 to rewrite the predictable quadratic variation (A o ,.)t and Lem ma 
3.4 to rewrite A t- ,t, we end w ith the first two terms of our claim  after letting T  —y oo. 
The last term  is just a different way of w riting A * [>
( E m I A *j0 n *  = ( e ^  | E ^ o  ( X , Y )  \Pf  .
□
Let us discuss the meaning of the three terms appearing on the right hand side in 
Theorem (3.9).
a) The first term  gives the contribution, typ ica lly of order T i , that one expects 
even in the simplest case of processes w ith independent increments.
E.g . if  fj, is an invariant measure and F (X )  = /QT f ( X t) dt, then
/ f ‘ ° °  \  2 p 
K [ J o A & t ( ; X t ) ( X t ) d t )  < T t E f  (A & 0( ; X ) ( X ) y  .
p
In  m any cases (see examples below), E ^  (Æ>g(-, X ) ( X ) ) 2 can be treated as a 
constant, i.e., not depending on T. There are however relevant examples where 
this factor blows up as T  —> oo.
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b) The second term  measures rare events of possibly large jumps where it is very 
difficult to couple. If  the process X  has continuous paths, this term  is not present. 
Usually this term  is or bounded or is of lower order than the first term  as T  —y oo.
c) The third  term  has only the hidden time dependence of $o on T. It  measures 
the intrinsic variation given the starting measures p  and v  and it vanishes if and 
only if ¡i = 1/ = Sx.
It  is also interesting to note that the estimate is sharp for small T: If  one chooses 
FÇX ) = ^  /qT f ( X t) dt and looks at the lim it as T  -> 0, the first two terms disappear 
and the third  one becomes (E^ f | f ( X )  — E ^ f ( Y )  |P)p , which is also the lim it of the 
left hand side.
4 Generalized coupling time
As we had seen in the previous section, in the results we need estimates on $ 4. W e can 
obtain these if we know more about the coupling behaviour of the underlying process 
X . To characterize this coupling behaviour, we w ill look at how close we can get two 
versions of the process started at different points measured w ith respect to a distance.
Let p : E  x E  —> [0, 00] be a lower semi-continuous semi-metric. W ith  respect to 
this semi-metric, we define
II / IIu p  '■=inf ir > 0 I /(x) - f ( y )  < r p( x > y ) V x , y  £  E i ,
the Lipschitz-seminorm of ƒ  corresponding to p. Now we introduce the main objects 
of study in this section.
D e fin itio n  4.1. a) The optimal coupling distance at time t is defined as
Pt {x , y )  := in f / p (x ',y ') Tr(dx'dyr),
7resP (áxSt ,á!)S t ) J
where the infimum ranges over the set of all possible couplings with marginals 
SxS t and SyS t, i.e., the distribution of X t started from x or y.
b) The generalized coupling time is defined as
OO
h (x ,y ) := ƒ  pt (x, y ) dt.
Now that we have introduced the generalized coupling time, a first application is a 
version of Theorem 3.6 for Lipschitz continuous functions:
C o ro lla ry  4.2. Assume the functions f t are Lipschitz continuous with respect to a 
semi-metric p, and that the conditions of Theorem 3.6 hold true. Then
e F ( X ) - E „ F ( X ) E  f r  sup ( A ( h k ( . , x ) ) ) ( x )  < coefc=2 xeE ,
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where
sup|| ft \ÌLipEl h(x,y)
O O
f  sup II ft II
J t> 0
0
In  particular, if  f t = f  for t < T  and f t = 0 for t > T , then
c0 < E ^ e 1  ^\\LipE l h(x>y) 
ck < T \ \ f \ t p .
R e m a rk  If  h is an upper bound on the generalized coupling time h w ith h(x, x) = 0, 
then the result holds true w ith h replaced by h.
p t (x ,y )=  sup (S tf  (x) — S tf  (y )).
Wf\\L.p=l
P ro o f B y  the Kantorovich-Rubinstein theorem ([11], Theorem 1.14), we have
Also, it is easy to see that the semi-metric properties of p translate to pt and thereby 
to the generalized coupling time h.
P ro p o s itio n  4.4. Both the optimal coupling distance pt and the generalized coupling 
time h are semi-metrics.
P ro o f W e only have to prove the semi-metric properties of pt, they translate naturally 
to h v ia  integration.
Obviously, pt(x ,x ) = 0 and pt (x ,y ) = pt (y ,x ) is true for all x ,y  G E  by definition 
of pt. For the triangle inequality, we use the dual representation:
P ro p o s itio n  4.3. The optimal coupling distance pt has the dual formulation
sup [(S tf ) (x )  -  (S tf)(y )\  .
f I Lip=l
□
Pt(x,  y) = sup (S tf (x )  -  S tf ( y ) )
□
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A  first result is a simple estimate on the decay of the semigroup S t in terms of the 
optim al coupling distance.
P ro p o s itio n  4.5. Let p be a stationary measure of the semigroup S t . Then
1
P'S
II S t f  -  n { f )  II LpM  <11/11 Lip p{dx) l^ j n (dy)pt(x , y)
R e m a rk  W hen we choose the m etric p to be the discrete m etric t x=¿y (a choice we 
can make even in a non-discrete setting), we can estimate pt(x ,y ) by P x¡y( r  > t), the 
probability that the coupling time r  = in f { t  > 0 | X j  = X 2 Vs > t }  is larger than t 
in an arb itrary coupling V x,y of the M arkov process started in x and y. In  this case, 
the result of Proposition 4.5 reads
II S tf  -  p ( f )  ||iP(/i) < II ƒ  ||osc ( ^ j  p(dx) ( ^ j  p (dy )VXty(T > t)^j ,
where || ƒ  ||osc = supæ y ( f (x )  — f ( y ) )  is the oscillation norm. Note that this can also 
be gained from the well-known coupling inequality
II SxS t — SySt ||yyar. < 2Pæjj,(r  > t).
P ro o f o f P ro p o s itio n  4.5 First,
I S t f (x )  -  p ( f )  I = I S t f (x )  -  p (S t f )  I
= E xf ( X t) ~  J  p (d y )E yf ( Y t)
< J  p (d y )\ E xf ( X t ) - E yf ( Y t)
< ƒ  v { d y ) \ \ f \ \ LiP Pt {x , y) .
This estimate can be applied d irectly to get the result:
II S tf  -  p ( f )  IIiP(M) = ^ƒ  p(dx) I S t f (x )  -  p ( f )  \p
^  II /  h ip  ( ƒ  P (dx) ^ ƒ  V‘{d y )P t {x ,y )Sj  ^ •
□
The above result did not use the fact that S t is a semigroup. W hen we use that fact, 
we can improve estimates considerably. The price is that from now on, p has to be a 
m etric, and this m etric must be compatible w ith the M arkov process, which we w ill 
define a little  b it later under the notion of contraction w ith respect to this metric. The 
aim is to show how the uniform boundedness of the generalized coupling time implies 
an exponential decay of the semigroup ( S t) in the Lipschitz seminorm. To this end, 
we need the following lemma:
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Pt(x,y) „ „ „
P ro o f  B y  the representation of the optim al coupling distance in Proposition 4.3,
Pt(x,y) S tf (x )  -  S tf ( y )  sup —---- - = sup sup ---------- -----
x ¥zy  x=éy  II ƒ  \\L i p = i  P v ^ t V )
= sup \\Stf  \\L = \\St\\L
II ƒ  l l « p = l
□
D e fin itio n  4.7. We s a y  t h a t  t h e  p r o c e s s  X  a c t s  a s  a  contraction for the distance p i f  
P t ( x , y )  < p ( x , y )  V t > 0, (4)
o r  e q u iv a l e n t l y ,
\\St\\L ip < l  v t  > 0 .
This property is sufficient to show that the process is contracting the distance mono- 
tonely:
Lem m a 4.8. Assume that the process X  acts as a contraction for the distance. Then 
P t + s { x , y )  < pt (x ,y ) V x , y £ E , s , t >  0.
P ro o f Using the dual representation,
P t+ s(x ,y )=  sup [St+sf ( x ) - S t+sf (y ) ]
I / I Lip = l
= sup [St (S af ) (x )  -  S t (S af ) (y ) ] .
II ƒ  l l i , , P < i
B y  our assumption, the set of functions ƒ  w ith || ƒ  \\Lip < 1 are a subset of the set of 
functions ƒ  w ith || S sf  \\Lip < 1. Hence,
Pt+ s(x ,y )<  sup [St ( S J ) ( x )  -  S t ( S J ) ( y ) }
f - \ \ S s f \ \ L i p < l
< sup [Stg(x) -  S tg (y )] = pt (x, y).
I l s l l < i
□
W ith  this property in mind, we can show the main theorem of this section.
Lem m a 4.6 . Under the condition that p is a metric,
13
T h eo rem  4.9. Assume that p is a metric and that the process X  acts as a contraction 
for the distance. Then the fact that the generalized coupling time h is bounded by the 
metric p is equivalent to the fact that the semigroup (S t) is exponentially contracting. 
More precisely, for a  > 1 arbitrary,
a) V x ,y  £ E  : h(x, y) < M p (x , y) =>■ V t > M a  : || S t \\Lip < 
h)  II S T \\Lip < i  => V x ,y  G E  : h (x ,y ) < - ^ p (x ,y ) .
P ro o f  a) For x ,y  G E ,  set
TX}V := in f { t > 0 Pt(x,y) < - p (x ,y ) } .a  1
Then,
CXD -1- x , y
M p (x ,y ) > h (x ,y ) = ƒ  pt {x ,y )d t  > ƒ  pt(x ,y )d t  > TX)V^ p (x ,y ).
o o
Therefore Tx¡y is bounded by M a .  B y  Lem m a 4.8, p t ( x ,  y )  < p r x v ( x ,  y )  for all t > Tx¡y. 
Hence p M a ( x , y )  < ¿ p ( x , y ) uniformly, which implies || S Ma \\Lip <
b) Since p t ( x ,  y )  <  p ( x ,  y )  || S t ||Lip,
CXD CXD
h(x, y )  = J  pt(x , y) dt < p(x, y )  J  || S t ||Lip dt
0 0
O O  rj-,
< p(x, y)T  II s t  \\kLip < ~^ZT\P(x, y)-a  — 1k=o
□
W hen we apply this theorem to an arb itrary M arkov process where we use the discrete 
distance, we get the following corollary:
C o ro lla ry  4.10. The following two statements are equivalent:
a) The generalized coupling time with respect to the discrete metric p {x ,y ) = l x^y 
is uniformly bounded, i.e.
h (x ,y ) < M  V x ,y  G E ;
b) The semigroup is eventually contractive in the oscillation (semi)norm, i.e. || S t  ||osc <
1 for some T  > 0.
R e m a rk  Theorem 4.9 actually gives us more inform ation, nam ely how the constants 
M  and T  can be related to each other.
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P ro o f Since obviously suppt (x ,y ) < 1, the process X  acts as a contraction for the
x^y
discrete distance and the result follows from Theorem 4.9, where we also use the fact 
that in the case of the discrete metric, || • \\Lip = || • ||osc. □
Since Theorem 4.9 part a) implies that || S t \\Lip decays exponentially fast, it is of 
interest to get the best estimate on the speed of decay, which is the content of the 
following proposition:
P ro p o s itio n  4.11. Assume that p is a metric, the process X  acts as a contraction for 
the distance and the generalized coupling time h satisfies h {x ,y ) < M p {x ,y ). Then
lim  - log ll St ll r • < — —■ t—i^ oo t ‘ "L ip -  M
P ro o f  The proof uses the same structure as the proof of part a) in Theorem 4.9. F irst, 
fix e between 0 and j j . Then define
Tx,y = in f | t  > 0 pt(x, y) < p(x, y )e~ (-^~e')t'j .
B y  our assumption,
Tx
Í  _ / j _ _  1 — e ~ (^ ~ e^ x’y
M p (x ,y ) > h (x ,y ) > p (x ,y ) / e ( M e> dt = M p (x ,y )~
1 -  M e
o
Since the fraction on the right hand side becomes bigger than 1 if Tx¡y is too large, 
there exists an uniform upper bound T (e ) on Tx¡y. Hence, for all t > T (e), || S t \\Lip <
which of course implies lim  -j- || S t \\Lip < —j j  + e. B y  sending e to 0, we
finish our proof. □
Again, we apply this result to the discrete m etric to see what it contains.
C o ro lla ry  4.12. Let P æjJ( be a coupling of the process X  started in x resp. y, and de­
note with t  := in f { t  > 0 | X j  = X 2 Vs > t }  the coupling time. Set M  := sup É x¡yT.
x ,  y £ E
Then
l im ik ,g | | S ,L ,  0 < - ¿ .
Equivalently, for f  (E L ° ° ,
s * f - M )  Woo < - jj\ \ f\ \o sc , 
where p is the unique stationary distribution of lí.
R e m a rk s  a) If  the the M arkov process X  is also reversible, then the above result 
extends to L 1 and hence to any L p, where the spectral gap is then also at least 
of size j j .
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b) As an additional consequence, when a M arkov process can be uniform ly coupled, 
i.e. sup E  x ¡ y T  < M  < oo for a coupling E ,  then there exists (a possibly
x ,  y £ E
different) coupling E æ j(, so that sup E æjJ(e;Vr < oo for all A < j j .
x ,  y £ E
5 Examples
5.1 Diffusions with a strictly convex potential
Let V  be a twice continuously differentiable function on the real line w ith V "  > c > 0 
and ƒ  e~v (x\ i x = Z y  < oo. To the potential V  is associated the Gibbs measure
Hv{dx) = -— e~v (x^dx
Zv
and a M arkovian diffusion
d X t = - V ' { X t) + V 2dW t
with ¡jlv as reversible measure.
To estimate the optim al coupling distance pt at time t(see Definition 4.1), we couple 
two versions of the diffusion, X f  started in x and X \  started in y, by using the same 
Brownian motion (W t)t>o- Then the difference process X f  — X \  is determ inistic, x < y 
implies X f  < X \  and by the convexity assumption
d {X \  -  X f )  = ~ { V \ X l )  -  V \ X f ) )  < - C {X \  -  X f ) .
Using G ronw all’s Lemma, we obtain the estimate
Pt {x , y )  < \ x — y\ e~ct
on the optim al coupling distance. B y  integration, the generalized coupling time h has 
the estimate h(x , y) < \ \x — y\. As a consequence, Proposition 4.11 implies
Km log II IIiip  < -c.
Since the generator A  of the diffusion is
Therefore, for ƒ  : R  —>• R  be Lipschitz-continuous, we can use Corollary 4.2 to get the 
estimate
w ith the dependence on the distributions v\ and given by
R e m a rk  a) An alternative proof that strict convexity is sufficient for (5) to be true 
can be found in [12]. A  proof via the log-Sobolev inequality can be found in [6]. 
Hence the result is of no surprise, but the method of obtaining it is new.
b) This example demonstrates nicely how in the case of diffusions the higher mo­
ments of A h k(-,x)(x) can disappear because the generalized coupling time is 
bounded by a m ultiple of the in itia l distance.
c) The generalization to higher dimensions under strict convexity is straightforward.
5.2 Independent Poisson random variables
This example nicely illustrates problems and effects occurring in even simple M arkov 
processes when time is continuous and the state space unbounded(in this case N ).
Let ( X „ ) n£N be iid. w ith distribution ¡jl = poisson(l), ( Nt )t>o be a standard Poisson 
process independent of ( X n) and X t := X ^ t . W e are considering the function F {% )  = 
/qT X X t dt w ith A > 0.
F irst, let us look at the generalized coupling time. B y  the definition of the process,
(5 )
S tf (x )  = P ( N t = 0 ) f ( x ) + F ( N t > O ) E f ( X i )
and hence
ƒJo
■oo
h( x , y )  =  / P t { x , y ) d t sup (S tf (x )  -  S tf ( y ) )
f ll«P<i
= I x — y I E  exp( 1 ) = | x — y \ . 
The generator A  of the M arkov process X  is
OO w
A f (x )  = E  -  f (x )  = e ~ 1J 2 ~ i
i , — ny = 0
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and  hence
A h (- ,x )k(x) = E Y \ Y - x
which is unbounded as a function of x, making the upper bound of Theorem 3.6 
useless in this context. This is unavoidable in this context, as we w ill show that there 
is no upper bound for Ee^» XXt dt of the form ex + °(A ) due to the continuous time 
character(Poissonian jum ps). W e w ill now calculate upper and lower bounds d irectly 
to illustrate this.
W e have the lower bound
E MeF(x) > P (N t  = 0 )E fÀeXTXo
—T -1
i=0 
- T - 1
W hen we denote w ith t  = (0 = to ,. ..  , tn = T )  the partition induced by the jumps of 
the poisson process N t, we have for the upper bound
e m ( e
n
n
V _k= 1
n
JJ eeA(tfc
k =  1
n
E Me x p ( ^ (  
k =  1
—tk-1 ) - 1 ) )
E  A(*fc — — i) 
< e » = = i  - 1
< ee
As we can see, the expectation is of order ee , which gives the length T  of the 
integration interval a very large influence. W e do not get this phenomena in the 
discrete version of this example:
E  AX,,
E  ek=1 I I e
k =  1
e X X k =  e " ( e A- l ) ^
Therefore this example shows us why certain results in the discrete case cannot be 
generalized to continuous time. W hen correcting for the expectation, An (or AT ), and 
taking A = a n r  2 (or A = a T ~ ï ) ,
E  AXfc—An i 2
E e fc=1 — > e 2“ ,
n—ï OO
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which is the expected result, but in the continuous time case,
T
ƒ  X X t d t - X T  
E„e° — > oo.
^ T-> oo
However, in the present context, we can still use Theorem 3.9 to get an estimate on 
the moments. B y  the remark following the theorem,
p
Em  ( ^ 2( . , X i ) ( X i ) d t ]  < \PT ? E *  ( E l \ X - Y \ 2Ÿ
< \pT Ì E *  ( X 2 + E y Y 2) 2
<  2 Í + í\pT Í E ^ X p.—  /x
Next,
00 rpn
E m sup h (X t_ , X t)p = V —  e-TE  sup \ X k - X k^ \ p
0< t < T  n n - 0< k < n— — n = 0 — —
00 r p n  
n =  0
= (T +  l ) E * X p
As a last estimate, we have
E *  ( E 1 1X -  Y  |)p < 2P+1E * X P .
Putting  all things together, we have
(
T  \  p \  p
J  X X t dt — XT  J < (C p2 Ì + r T Ì  + C p(T  + l ) r  + 2 1+r ) \ ( E * X P)r  
< C PT Ï \ (  E ^ X p)K
where the last line holds only for T  > 1 and a new constant Cp depending only on p.
5.3 Interacting particle systems
Let E  = {0 ,1 }Z be the state space of the interacting particle system w ith a generator 
L  given by
L f ( v ) = Y  Y  c(v ,x  + A ) [ f ( r ix+A) - ƒ (? ? )],
x  A c Z d
where r¡A denotes the configuration r¡ w ith all spins in A  flipped. This kind of parti­
cle system is extensively treated in [7]. For ƒ  : E  —> R , we denote w ith S f(x ) :=
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sup f (r ]x) — f(r ¡) the maximal influence of a single flip at site x, and w ith Sf =
r /EE
(Sf (x ))xeE the vector of all those influences.
If  there is a way to lim it how flips in the configuration affect the system as time 
progresses, then we can obtain a concentration estimate. Again, denote w ith F ( i7.) = 
Jo f M  dt the additive functional of the function ƒ  and the particle system r¡..
T h eo rem  5.1. Assume there exists a family of operators A t so that Sstf < A tS f , and 
write
G  :=
>o
which is assumed to exist. Denote with
ck := sup y~] c fa  x + A ) I A  |fc
v^E ,xe id A c Z d
the weighted maximal rate of spin flips. I f  || G  || _ _^2 < 00 f or some p > I,  then for any
f  with öf (E l p and any in itial condition rj (E E ,
ck \\G\ \p->2 II
k=2
I f  additionally || G  1^  < 0 0  and ||| ƒ  
V i, V2,
k\
Sf jl 1 < 00 ; then for any two distributions
E  f (v . ) - e „2 f (v .) <  e x p G  I
Ck\\G\ \p^ 2 II ° f
k=2 k\
Applications of this Theorem are for example spin flip dynamics in the so-called 
M  < e regime, where there exists an operator T w ith || T || ± = M ,  so that
Sstf < e "^^ Sf
holds. Since G  = /0° °  dt = (e — T )-1, || G  1^  < (e — M )_1. Hence || G  ||1_>.2 <
(e — M ) _1 for a first application of the Theorem. If  the process is reversible as well,
II ^  1100 = Il ^  II ii and by Riesz-Thorin’s Theorem, we have || G  ||2 < (e — M )_1, hence 
we get the result for functions ƒ  w ith || Sf ||2 < 00.
Another example is the exclusion process. As a singe discrepancy is preserved and 
moves like a random walk, A t (x, y) = pt(x, y), the transition probability of the random 
walk. In  high dimensions, G (x ,y ) = /0° ° pt{x ,y ) dt has bounded t 1 —>• ¿2-norm:
G I l->-2 =  S U p  ^ ( ^ G ( x , i / ) g r ( i / ) ) 2
II 9 II1 — 1 x  y
< sup \ G {x ,y f  < ^ G ( x , 0 ) 2oo
II 5  II1 — x  y  x
poo poo poo poo
= /  Pt(®i x )Ps (0, x) ds dt = / / 0) ds dt < oo
Jo Jo „ Jo Jo
2 0
in dimension 5 and higher. As the exclusion process switches two sites, ck < 2k, and 
hence
T g 2M jG | | ^ 2 HI f\\\k
k\k=2
However, this is only a quick result exploiting the strong diffusive behaviour in high 
dimensions. In  the last section we w ill deal w ith the exclusion process in much more 
detail to obtain results for lower dimensions as well.
P ro o f o f T h eo rem  5.1 F irst, we notice that the coupled function difference $4 for 
a single flip can be bounded by
M V X, V ) <  I  \ s t f ( v x ) ~ S tf  {rj) I dt
> poo
$ s t f { x ) d t <  / (A tö f)(x )d t
Jo
Jo
poo
< (a s , ) i x )
uniform ly in rj. To estimate the coupled function difference $4 we telescope over single 
site flips,
$kt{vx+A,v )< \A\k {{GSf ){x))k, 
and therefore
£*?(•, *?)(»?) =E E c^ x + m1{vx+A,v)
x  A c Z d
< ]T  ] T  c{r], x + A) I A |fc {GSf )k{x)
X  A c Z d
<ck \\G5f \\k <ck \\G5f \\k2 <ck \\G\\kp^ \\5f \\kp
Hence the first part is proven by applying these estimates to Theorem 3.6 for fixed and 
identical in itia l conditions. To prove the estimate for arb itrary in itia l distributions, 
we sim ply observe that, again by telescoping over single site flips,
$0 (??,£) < E  sup <Mcæ,o  < E ( G<5/)(x) ^  llG lllllƒ|ll•
æ  ^  X
□
5.4 Simple symmetric random walk
The aim of this example is to show that we can get concentration estimates even if 
the process X , in this example a simple sym metric nearest neighbour random walk in 
Z d, has no stationary distribution. W e w ill consider three cases, ƒ  G '^1(Z d), ^2(Z d)
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and £ °° (Z d), and F (X )  = f 0 f ( X t) dt. To apply Theorem 3.6, our task is to estimate
I $ t (x, y ) I where y is a neighbour of x. W e w ill denote w ith pt (x, z) the transition 
probability from x to z in time t. W e start w ith the estimate on the coupled function 
difference
T - t
J  E xf ( X s) - E yf ( X s)ds
0
T - t
ƒ  E  f ( z )(Ps(x ’ z ) - P Á v , z ) ) ds
< E  i n*
Z
< £ i / ( ;
T - t
ƒ  p s ( x , z )  - p s ( y , z ) d s
o
T
ƒ  ps(x ,z ) - p s(y i z)ds
Now, depending on the three cases of ƒ ,  we proceed differently. F irst, let f  G £ . Then,
T
I M x , y )  I < 1
<  II /  111 SUP
ƒ  P s ( x , z )  — ps(y, z) ds
0
T
J P s ( x , z )  — ps(y, z) ds
1
I ƒ  111 J  P s ( 0, 0) -  ps{y -  x ,0) ds < C\ II ƒ  IIx .
Since I x — y \ = 1, the constant C\ = ps(0,0) — ps(y  — x ,0 ) ds depends on the 
dimension but nothing else.
2 2
Second, let ƒ  G í ° ° . Then,
±
I f (z )  I /  P s { x , z )  - p s { y , z ) d s
z 0
T
< ll/ l lo o E  P s ( x , z ) - p s ( y , z ) d s
z 0 
T
= II ƒ  lloo /  ~ P Á V ,Z) \ ds
o *
T
= II ƒ  lloo ƒ  \ \  \ p A x , - )  - P s ( y , - ) \ \ T Var ds
0
T
< II ƒ  lloo [  $x,y(T > s)ds
In  the last line, we used the coupling inequality. The coupling V x ,y is the Ornstein 
coupling, i.e., the different coordinates move independently until they meet. Since x 
and y are equal in all but one coordinate, the probability of not having succeeded at 
time t is of order t~  2. Hence we end up w ith
| * t (* ,y ) |  <Coc.ll/ I L ,  VT.
Third, let f  G £2. This is the most interesting case.
Lem m a 5.2. Let x ,y  G Z d be neighbours. Then
E I  P t {x , z )- p t {y ,z )db\ < a (T )
zez* Vo /
with
'O (V T ) ,  d =  1;
a (T )G  {O i lo g T ) ,  d =  2;
0 ( 1 ) ,  d  >  3.
P ro o f B y  expanding the product and using the fact that J2p t(a , z)ps(b, z) = pi+s(a, b)
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P t + s ( a  -  6,0), we get
T T  T
Y  / P t {x ,z ) - p t(y ,z )d t\  = 2 / p i+s(0 ,0 ) - P t + S ( x  -  y,0)
^  Vo / 0 0
T  T  T
= 2 ƒ  ƒ  (- A )p i+s(*,0 )(0 ) dtds = 2 ƒ  ps(0, 0) -  pT+s(0, 0) ds 
o o  o
T
< 2 J p s(0, 0) ás =: a (T ).
dt ds
□
Using first the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and then Lem ma 5.2,
/  x 2\ I
12
V
I $ t(z ,y ) |fc < || ƒ  " fc
t  2 \  ^
^ J p á x ’ z) ~ P i(y ^ z) d^ j  j  < II ƒ  ll2 « (T )^-
To conclude this example, we finally use the uniform estimates on to apply Theorem 
3.6 and obtain
" Tp Tp
E æ exp /  f ( X t ) d t - E x / f(xt)d t < exp
J
.0
J
0 .
- T
p Tp
E æ exp /  f ( X t ) d t  -- E x / f(xt)d t < exp
J
.0
J
0
T g ^ i fc II /  Hi
k= 2 Jfe!
ƒ  G ^ 1;
“ (T)
fe=2
ƒ  G ¿ 2;
and
E  x exp
1
f ( X t ) d t - E x J  f ( X t ) dt < exp t 'y
k= 2 jfe!
Since the generator is A f (x )  = ^  '52y^x( f ( y )  ~  we use the estimates 2d times
and divide by 2d, so no additional constants appear in the results.
6 Application: Simple symmetric exclusion process
This example is somewhat more involved(because of the conservation law ), and shows 
the full power of our approach in the context where classical functional inequalities 
such as log-Sobolev inequality do not hold.
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A f ( v )  =  ' E ^ ( f ( v xy) - m ) -
x^y
It  is known that the large deviation behaviour of the occupation time of the origin 
./o' Vt(0) dt is dependent on the dimension[5]. Its  variance is of order T Ì  in dimension 
d = 1, T lo g (T ) in dimension d = 2 and T  in dimensions d > 3 ([1]). Here we w ill show 
the same kind of time dependence for the exponential moments, in dimension d = 1 for 
functionals of any quasi-local function ƒ ,  and in dimension d > 2 for the occupation 
time of a finite set A.
T h eo rem  6.1. Let ƒ  : {0 ,1 }Z —> R  be such that ||| ƒ  ||| < oo; and fix an in itial 
configuration rjo €= {0, 1 }Z. Then
T h e sim p le  sym m etric  exc lu sion  process is defined  v ia  its  generator
E „ nexp ( J  f ( Vt) d t - E V0J  f {r }t )d i \ < exp4r¡ o
/ 0 JO
ricif
k= 2
and the constants ci, C2 > 0 are independent of f , rjo and T .
W hile  it is natural to assume the same kind of result in all dimensions (w ith a 
properly adjusted dependence on T ), we can only prove it in high dimensions(d > 5, 
see application of Theorem 5.1) or for a subset of the local functions, the occupation 
indicator í?a (í? ) := Ü  ^ i0) ° f  a finite set A  C  Z d, w ith a slightly worse dependence
ci G A
on the function(i.e. | A  |).
T h eo rem  6.2. Let A  C be a finite, and fix an in itial configuration rjo G {0 ,1 }Z . 
Then, for all X > 0,
(  r T r T \ Ta(T) E  (cA| ^,|3)fc
E no exp I J  X H A ( 'r j t )d t - E Vo J  X H A (rjt) dt J < e fc=2
where a (T )  G O iT^  ), O (lo g T ) or 0 (1 ) in  dimensions d = I,  d = 2 or d > 3. The 
constant c > 0 is independent of A , rjo and T , but may depend on the dimension d.
The proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 are subject of the two subsections below. For 
Theorem 6.2, we w ill only look at d > 2, the case d = 1 is contained in Theorem 6.1.
6.1 Concentration of quasi-local functions in d =  1
Let ƒ  be a quasi-local function. To derive an exponential estimate, we w ill create a 
coupling between the exclusion process started in rj and started in 'qxy:
P ro p o s itio n  6.3. There exists a coupling of P^ and P^*« for which
E rhrry l rii (z)^ 2(z) < C \p t(x ,z ) — pt (y, z) I
holds for some constant C  > 0.
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P ro o f To couple two exclusion processes w ith almost identical in itia l conditions, we 
use a variation of the graphical representation to describe their development, which 
is the following: at each edge between two consecutive integer numbers, we put an 
independent Poissonian clock of rate 1, and whenever this clock rings we exchange 
the occupation status of the sites which are connected by the edge associated to the 
clock, which is represented by a double sided arrow. Now, to couple w ith Vvœy, we 
instead take Poissonian clocks of rate 2, and additionally a sequence of independent 
fair coin flips associated to the arrows. For both ry1 and rj2, which use the same 
arrow configuration, if  the coin flip corresponding to an arrow is tails, that arrow is 
ignored, w ith one exception explained a bit lated. F irst, we notice that this leads to 
effective rates of 1. Second, since we start w ith just two discrepancies(one at x and 
one at y ), those remain the only discrepancies, and they perform independent random 
walk movements until they encounter the same arrow, which leads us to the only 
exception of the mechanics described above: W hen there is an arrow connecting the 
two discrepancies, the exchange of process ry1 is suppressed if the coin flip is tails, but 
then r¡2 performs the exchange, and if the coin flip is heads, ry1 performs the exchange 
and r¡2 does not. A fter this event, ry1 and rj2 are identical.
If  we denote the position of the discrepancies by X t and Yt, those perform indepen­
dent random walks of rate 1 until they meet, then they stay together. Hence
where we used the fact that in dimension 1, the independent coupling of two random 
walks is optim al and hence
E ritVa :y lrii Ç z ) ^ ( z )  — ^ x ,y i- x t7iY t ,z e {x t ,Yt}  <  C \pt(x, z) -  pt(y, z) | ,
^x ,y {X t = Yt = z) = p t(x ,z ) A Pt(y ,z ).
□
To apply Theorem 3.6, we have to estimate
k
r ¡ ,r ¡ x ’x + 3  1 r ¡ \  ( z )
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where we used Proposition 6.3 to obtain the last line. To continue, we calculate
cTE E  ƒ E^W\ p i ( x , z ) - P i ( y , z ) \  d t
xezj=±i z
E E <*/(*) Í I ') llevari 1 „ JO dtj=± 1 z
< c  m ƒ  m V t .
Next,
f Tsup sup / J 2 sf (z ) \pt{x ,z ) - P t (y ,z )  I dt
XEZJ  = ± l Jo  ä
< HI ƒ  HI sup sup / |p t(0,z ) - p t ( j ,z )  I dt
J  = ± l z JO
= 11 ƒ  III sup / pt(0, z) - p t(- l ,z )d t .
z~>0 JO
In  order to control the supremum over z on the right hand side of the last line, let tq 
denote the first time a simple sym metric random walk ( X t)t>o hits 0 . Then
- T
p
/  P t -T s s  (0, z )  dt Xo = —I
TO A T
T "
= E Í  pt (0 ,z )d t X 0 = - l
J
T - r  A T _
Tp
■
< E / pt (0 ,0 )dt X 0 = - l
T - r A T
= j  P t ( 0 ,  z) - p t ( - l ,  z) dt =: C  < oo.
o
Hence
L * k(;r i) (r i)  < III f  IIIk V t C xCÍ¡
for suitable constants C\ and C 2 , and Theorem 3.6 implies
r-T r-T \  ^  (c ? Ill /
E „e x p  ƒ f ( ' i ] t ) d t - E v J  ƒ (rjt) dt j <eT  2 C \  E  k = 2
v /o J o
for any in itia l configuration 77.
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6.2 Concentration of the occupation time of a finite set in d >  2
Now, we want to show that the occupation time /QT Ü a (í? í) dt, H a (ti) := ü aeA  ° f  
a finite set A c Z d has the same time asym ptotic behaviour as the occupation time of 
a single site. As a stating point to estimate L  | $4 \k (•, r¡), we use the following result 
by Ferrari, Galves and Landim :
T h eo rem  6.4. [2], Theorem 2.2
n  m ia ) -  n  P t ( a )
a G A ci G A
f  ds Y  V a { X s = Z )  Y  P( z U z 2) (Pt - s (z l) -  P t - Á z 2))2 n  P t - s ( z3)
JO _z cza
Z  1 = 1 A
zlt z2E Z
Zl^Z2
z3e z
Z3^ Zl,Z2
Here P J4(X S = Z ) is the probability of exclusion walkers started in A  occupying the set 
Z  at time s, and pr( ( z ) = E rii]t(z) is the occupation probability of z  at time t given the 
in itial configuration r¡.
B y  using this comparison of exclusion dynamics w ith independent random walkers, 
we get
E vœV r/t(a) — E ,, rjt (a)
ci G A ci G A
n t ( a )  -  n  P i  “ ( a )  +  n  P i  “ ( a )  -  n  P t ( a )  +  Ü  Pt  ( a ) “  E l ) I I  ^ ( a )
ci G A ci G A ci G A  
t
ci G A ci G A ci G A
n Pt B(a) - n P t ^  - 0 / ds e f a (x s = z ) y  p (z z2)'
\ci G A ci G A z czd
\Z\ = \A\
Zi,Z2^Z
Zl^Z2
(pf-Âzi) -  pvtZ(z2))2 n pf-Âzâ) -  (pvt-s(zi) -  pvt-Âz2))2 n Pt-s(zs)
z3e z
Z3^ Z!,Z2
Taking absolute values, we start to estimate the first difference:
z3e z
Z3^ ZltZ2
n ^ ’ w - n  P t ^
a G A ci G A
^  E  I Pt V (a ) -  Pt (a ) = Y j \ pt{x, a ) - P t { y
ci G A ci G A
The next part is the big difference inside the integral. It  is estimated by
(pf-s(zi) -  p f - s M ) 2 -  ( p U ( z 1) -  p U ( z2) ?
+  E  P t - VÁ Z3) -  P t - Á z 3) ( P t - Á z l )  ~  P t - Á z 2))
z3e z
Z3^ ZltZ2
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Now we come back to the original task of estim ating L  | | (-, 77). From  now on, 
m ultiplicative constants are ignored on a regular basis, which results in an om itted 
factor of the form c ic f. However warning is given by using < instead of <. B y  using 
the above estimates, we obtain the upper bound
E E  p ( x , y )  I ƒ E \Pt (x >a ) ~ P t ( y , a )  I dt
x e i d y e z d
+ E E p&y)
x e z d y ez d
<x G A
T  t
J  dt J  ds E P  A ( X S = Z )  2^ P (ZU Z2
0 0 zcza
\ Z \  = \ A\
Zi ,Z2EZ
Zl^Z2
(Pvt - s ( z i )  - p Vt - Á Z 2 ) ) 2 -  ( p t s ( z i )  -  P t s M Y
I  T  t
J  dt J  ds E  Pa ( X s = Z )  53 p (zi>z2)53 E p&y)
xez.d y e i d 0 0 Z C Z “Z  1 = 1 A
Zi,Z2^Z
Z\i=Z2
z3ez
Z3^Zl,Z2
\
p C Vs ( z 3) -  p rL s ( zs ) ( p L s ( z i ) -  p L s ( z 2 ) )2
/
which we w ill treat individually.
For term  (6), we estimate sum over A  by the maximum times | A  |. Hence
(6) < \A\k 53  E p(x^y) ( ƒ \pt{x,a0) - P t (y ,a 0) dt
cezd yezd
W e note that
1
sup \pt (x ,a 0) -  pt(y ,a 0)\ dt
:Z,y^x J  
0
00
< sup / pt (0, 0) -  pt(j, 0) dt < 00
i 1 = 1 J
(6)
(7)
(8)
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and
fE E  p (x ,y ) / \pt(x ,a0) - p t (y ,a 0) \ dt
x e Z d y G Z d \ o
= ^  E E ( j P t ( x , a 0 ) - p t ( x , a 0 + j ) d t \
\ j \ = i x e z d \ o  /
< a ( T )  
by Lem ma 5.2. Hence
( 6 ) < \ A \ k a(T ) .
Next, we must treat (7). In  the case k = 1,
T  t /
c?) < / 4 j . E E E E  £  = z>
• Pf-s(zi) -  P f- S M  -  P Ì-s iz l )  +  p ? _ s ( * 2)
• / C I ( ^ l )  -  p f - s ( z 2) +  P ? - S ( * l )  -  P ? - S( * 2 )
(9a)
(9b)
(9c)
Regarding the exclusion walkers X s in (9a), we can sim plify by using Liggett’s corre­
lation inequality ([7], chapter 8):
'y ' Pa(-^s = Z )  = ¥ a ( z i ,  Z2 G X s) < V a ( z i  €= X s )V a (z2 G X s)
Z: z i ,Z2EZ
E ^ ( Z1>“ ) ) ( E ^ , a )  ) •
^a(ïA / \aG A /
Lem m a 6.5. For \ i | , | j  | = 1, 
a) Fo r any rj,
p i ’ ( z ) - p r  ( z + i ) - pu z ) + p u z + i )
< \pt(x, z) - p t ( x + j , z )  - P t ( x , z  + i) + ptXx + j, z + i) I ,
b) Y ,  \ p t ( x , z ) - p t (x  +  j , z ) - P t ( x , z  +  i) + P t ( x  +  j , z  +  i) I <  ( 1 + t )  x .
x e i d
P a rt  b) holds as well when we sum over z instead of x.
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P ro o f F irst we notice that
ÍP t ( y , z ) - p t(x ,z ),  rj(x) =  l,r](y) = 0 ;p t { x , z ) - p t(y,z),  i](x) =  0,i](y) = 1;
0, otherwise ,
which im m ediately proves a). To show b),
Y  I Pt(x, z) - p t ( x + j ,  z) - p t (x , z  + i) + p t ( x + j , z  + i) I
xez.d
= Y  I  Y pt / 2(x ’u ïpt / 2(u ’z ï ~ P t / Á x  + j , u ) p t/2(u,z)
X  U
-  Pt / 2 (x, u)p t / 2  (u , z  + i ) +  p t/2 (x + j , u)pt/2 (u , z  + i )
I (pt/2 (x,u)  - P t / 2( x +  j , u) ) (p t/2(u,z)  - p t/2(u, z  + i)) I
X  u
= Y  \pt /2{u,z) - p t/2(u, z  + i) I Y \ p t / 2 {x,u) - P t / 2{x + j , u )  I
U  X
— 4  11 _Pi/2 (0 , ')  —Pt/2{i, •) 11 TV'a.-r 11 -Pi/2 (0 , •) ~ Pt/2(j, ')  | | y y ar.
< ( l + t / 2 ) - i ( l + t / 2 ) - i  < 2(1 + t ) - \
where the last line relies on optim al coupling of two random walks, see for example 
[8], □
As a third observation,
\ p 1( z í ) - p1(z 2)\ Y ^ p ^  x) - p t(z2,x))r](x)
< ÌÌPt(zu-) -P t (z2,-)\\TVar, (10)
which leads to the estimate
(9c) <2\\pt-s{z1, •) -  pt-s{z2, •) \\TVar < (1 + t  -  s )~i .
Applying the estimates for (9a) to (9c), we have (for k = 1)
(7) ^  Í dt í ds Y  Y  (Y Ps(Z2’aï) (1+t~
0 0 z2r'jzl VöGA / VöGA /
T  t
< 2 d \ A \ 2 J  dt J  ds ps(0 ,0)(1 + t — s) ~ 2
o o
T  t
<\AfJ dt J  ds (1 + s) 2( l  + t — s) 2
o o
<\A\2a(T),
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L em m a 6.6.
f T r i  n n  =  1;
/ dt / d s ( l  + s)- 2- ( l+ t  — s)_ 2 < / lo g (l + T ), n = 2;
Jo Jo  ^1, n > 3.
P ro o f W rite
f ( m , n ) : =  Í  (1 + s)~^~ (1 + t — s)~?  dt.
Jo
Then ƒ  satisfies ƒ  (to, n) < (1 + t ) ~ i  ( ƒ  (to — 1, n ) + ƒ  (to, n  — 1)) for m, n > 1: 
/(to , n) = (1 + i ) _  2 f  ------^  ^ dt
w here th e  last line is due to  th e  fo llow ing lem m a:
lo (1 + s) 2 (1 + t -  s) 2
< ( i + * r *  / ‘ a + s ) * + ( 1 + , ~ ÿ a
7 o (1 + S) 2 (1 + t — s) 2 
= (1 + t ) ~ ^ ( f ( m  -  1 ,n ) + ƒ  (to, n  — 1)).
Also, ƒ(« ., 0) = /(O, n) < (1 + t)5 ,lo g (l + t) or 1 for n = 1, n = 2 or n  > 3. Using 
these two rules we obtain the given estimates. □
As we have already dealt w ith (7) when k = 1, we use the simple fact
< (y^ fe (x ))(su p fe (x ))fc- 1, h > 0,
X
X  X
to generalize to any A:. However, we must show that (7) is bounded by a constant 
when we replace the sum by the supremum. W hen we use the same in itia l estimates 
as above, we get
sup sup dt ds E  E  E  Ps(a, zi ) E ^ ( “ > Z2^
x e z d y ^ x J  J  Z i e z d z 2^ Z !  \ a e A  J  \ a e A  J
■ \ p t - s ( x , Z  l )  - p t - s ( x , Z 2 ) -  P t - s ( y ,  Z l )  +  P t - s ( y ,  Z 2 ) I \ \ p t - s ( z i ,  •) P t —s ( z 2 , •) \\T V a r  , 
and by taking the sum over z\ over the pt- s differences,
T  t
< j  dt j  ds (I A | p s(0, 0) )2( l  -ft -  s) a
0 0
T  t
< \ A \ 2 j  dt ƒ  ds (1 +  s)“ d( l  + t -  s )- í  < I A  I2 if d > 2.
0 0
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Hence, finally, we have obtained the estimate
(7) < I A  \2k a (T ).
Pa rt (8) is treated in a sim ilar way:
5 3  v A ( x s =  z )  5 3  p (z i>z2) 5 3  Pt-S(z3 ) - Pt-S(z3) (p t-Á z i)  - P t-Á z2) f
z czd zi,z2ez z3éz
Z 1 =  1 Al 217^22 237^21,22
21 2 2 ^ - 3 1  23 i = 1 \ a E A  /
B y  using the fact that
5 3 l í , í - s ( x  + ^ z) - P t - s ( x , z )  I = 2 ||pt-s(j, •) Pt—s (0, iTVar
we can sum over x to obtain another power of the total variation distance. Also,
53 53 E n ( z > ( a>*)) <2d\Afps(o,o),
z  1 22^-31 23 i =  1 \ a £ A  J
hence we obtain the compound estimate
I A  |3 _ps(0, 0)(1 + t — s)~3/2,
which after integrating over s and t is again of order a (T ).  W hen we take the supremum 
over x , we can instead take the sum over z3 on the middle term. Hence we keep another 
ps(0, 0) and we get and get
\A\3Ps (0,0)2( i + t - s ) - ^ 2,
which after integration is of order 1 if d > 2. Hence,
(8) < \A\3ka(T ) .
Returning to the original question,
¿ | $ í | fc(-, rj){rj) < \ A \ k a ( T )  + | A  |2fc a ( T )  + | A  |3fc a ( T )  < | A  |3fc a(T ) ,
and after replacing < w ith <,
L\<s>t \k < c lCk \ A f k a (T ) .
Now that we have this estimate, Theorem 3.6 gives us the estimate
E n exp ^ J  \ H A (-i]t) dt —E n J  X H A (r]t) d tj  < exp ^T a (T )c 1 ^   ^ ^
where the constants c\ and c2 do not depend on T  or A.
I T V a r
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